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Structural wave reflection coefficients of cylindrical shell
terminations: Numerical extraction and reciprocity constraints

P. W. Smith, Jr., J. Gregory McDaniel, Kevin D. LePage, and Robert Barile
BBN Corporation, 70 Fawcett Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

~Received 1 July 1996; accepted for publication 12 September 1996!

A fluid-loaded cylindrical shell guides vibratory energy along its axial direction in the form of a
finite set of distinct traveling wave types. On a finite shell, the energy incident upon a termination
is redirected into reflected waves of all types and into sound radiated into the farfield.~The total field
near the termination also includes various evanescent components.! Reflection coefficients relate the
amplitudes of individual reflected wave types to the amplitudes of individual incident wave types.
In this paper, values for the reflection coefficients of several terminations have been extracted from
results of finite element analysis for the forced response of a finite structure excited by a variety of
different sources. The numerical results exhibit good agreement with the analytical constraints
consequent to the principle of reciprocity. The constraints are developed here by an analysis
adaptable to other multimodal waveguides by appropriate modification of detail. ©1997
Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~97!02901-9#

PACS numbers: 43.40.Ey, 43.20.Gp@CBB#

INTRODUCTION

We are concerned with the dynamics of a finite fluid-
loaded structure that consists of a long, homogeneous thin
cylindrical shell, bounded by terminations at each end and
reinforced by a few localized ring discontinuities spaced at
large intervals along the shell. In this paper, the shell is
forced into vibration by internal mechanical sources. It is
plausible to conjecture~subject to later verification! that vi-
bratory energy in such a structure is carried between adjacent
terminations or ring discontinuities in the form of natural
shell waves, indistinguishable from similar waves on an in-
finite shell having the same dynamical properties.

It is sometimes argued from asymptotic analysis that
grazing sound propagation, with associated forced motion of
the shell, must eventually be a more important coupling
mechanism than natural shell waves, because the sound am-
plitude decays only as a power of distance while the shell
waves decay exponentially. But our interest lies in their rela-
tive strength at a finite distance. Suffice it to say that our
numerical results at typical distances and frequencies of in-
terest show no reason to include grazing sound as a coupling
mechanism.

A. Multiple reflection model

We are led by this conjecture to a multiple reflection
model of the total vibratory field on the structure. Except
near the discontinuities, the vibratory field consists of a su-
perposition of natural waves propagating in both directions.
When one such wave strikes a discontinuity, energy is sent
out into many distinct paths: reflected natural waves of all
types, transmitted waves of all types~when the discontinuity
is not a termination!, and sound radiated into the fluid.

If the discontinuities are widely enough spaced, one ex-
pects that the reflection process at any one of them is sensi-
bly independent of the others, except insofar as their pres-
ence may affect the amplitudes of the incident waves. The

reflection process at one discontinuity is then indistinguish-
able from reflection at the same discontinuity located on an
infinite shell~or at the end of a semi-infinite shell in the case
of a termination! and irradiated by the same incident wave
field.

B. Reflection coefficients

The principal goal of this analysis is to evaluate the
complex reflection coefficients, functions of frequency,
which relate the amplitudes of the reflected fields to the am-
plitudes of all of the incident wave types. Each different
discontinuity is characterized by a different set of reflection
coefficients, but the values for any one discontinuity are, for
widely spaced discontinuities, independent of the presence or
the location of other discontinuities. This independence is the
pre-eminent advantage of the multiple reflection model.

In general, stringent analytical difficulties arise in trying
to evaluate these coefficients. We know of only one class of
discontinuity that is amenable to the procedures of classical
analysis: a thin interior ring discontinuity that contacts the
shell on a single cross section. In this case the interaction of
shell and discontinuity can be described by collocated ring
forces and moments. A classical formulation expresses the
total vibratory field on the infinite shell as the sum of an
incident field and a scattered field, and imposes appropriate
continuity conditions at the connection between shell and
discontinuity. The analysis can be carried out formally in
terms of the solutions for two sub-problems:~i! the shell’s
response to localized ring forcing, and~ii ! the discontinuity’s
response to forcing on its outer perimeter.1–3 The first prob-
lem is easily formulated classically, using Fourier analysis,
although numerical calculations will often be necessary to
evaluate the resulting integral forms. The second problem
may also have a simple solution if the design of the discon-
tinuity is sufficiently simple.

In the case of terminations and ring discontinuities that
have significant axial extent, two serious complications arise:
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~i! elastic deformation occurs within the discontinuity, with
the possibility for multiple resonances, and~ii ! acoustic cou-
pling arises among the elements of the discontinuity and ad-
jacent shell surfaces. No simple approach is then evident.
The solution to this problem is the topic of this paper.

C. This study

This study illustrates a technique by which the reflection
coefficients of a discontinuity, specifically a termination, can
be extracted from results of finite element analysis~FEA! of
a particular finite structure containing that discontinuity. The
finite structure used here is a homogeneous fluid-loaded thin
shell with a termination on each end. For simplicity in the
exposition, both shell and termination are taken as axisym-
metric. The analysis, which is clearly based on the multiple
reflection model, has several parts.

First, the properties of the natural wave types propagat-
ing on the shell are determined by classical analysis for an
infinite fluid-loaded shell. The equations for pure-tone vibra-
tions in the absence of external forcing are solved for the
complex wave numbers and for the associated wave shapes
or ‘‘polarizations’’ that specify the relative amplitudes of the
three components of vector displacement in the natural wave.

Second, the velocity pattern associated with forced re-
sponse of the finite structure is found by FEA. It is useful to
think of these calculations as a numerical experiment, in
which the target termination is located at one end of a long
unobstructed segment of shell and a mechanical source and
closing termination are located at the other end. The whole
structure thus consists of three sections: a source end, a
transmission and measurement section, and the target end.
The total velocity pattern in the transmission section is then
resolved into a sum of incident and reflected natural waves
by making a linear least-square-error fit to the velocity using
the previously calculated wave numbers and polarizations.

This second step is repeated using one or more different
mechanical sources. For example, source candidates might
include a radial ring force, an axial ring force, a ring moment
~all on the shell!, and various force distributions on the ad-
jacent termination. By superposing the results for a set of
these sources it is possible to synthesize a combined source
having any desired mix of wave types incident on the target.
In particular, we can synthesize an incident wave field that
has~in a least squares sense! only a single wave type. Then
the measured amplitudes of the reflected waves, suitably nor-
malized, yield the desired reflection coefficients directly.

In this study we focus our attention on a steel shell in
water in the frequency range 2,k0a,10, wherek0 is the
wave number of sound in the water anda is the radius of the
shell. In various calculations the shell lengthL has had val-
ues in the range 13,L/a,18.5.

I. NATURAL WAVES

Consider the natural, pure-tone waves that can exist on
an infinite fluid-loaded thin shell.4–6 We take a cylindrical
coordinate system wherez is the axial coordinate,f is the
circumferential angle, andr is the radial coordinate; the
shell’s midsurface lies atr5a. Then the displacement vector
d5$u,v,w%T of any single wave type has the general form

d5AF cosn~f2f0! 0 0

0 sinn~f2f0! 0

0 0 cosn~f2f0!
G

3Sei ~kz2vt !, ~1!

whereA is an arbitrary complex constant,n is an integer,
f0 is an arbitrary reference angle,S is a unit ‘‘polarization’’
vector,k is the complex axial wave number, andv is the real
angular frequency.~The diagonal matrix should be replaced
by the identity matrix in the casen50.! Different wave
types have distinct characteristic values ofk andS, which
vary with frequency.

These characteristic values are found in the customary
manner, with numerical algorithms similar to those proposed
by Scott.5 The differential equations of unforced motion with
fluid loading reduce to a matrix equation,

Zd50, ~2!

which has nontrivial solutions only if the determinant of the
impedance matrixZ vanishes. That determinant is well
known to be a function ofk2. Therefore, ifk is a root cor-
responding to a wave propagating in the positivez direction
there is a root2k corresponding to an identical wave propa-
gating in the opposite direction. In the complexk-plane, both
upper and lower half-planes have four distinct principal roots
of the determinantal equation,uZ(k)u50, for eachn and
every frequency. Once these are found, the polarization vec-
tor is evaluated from the cofactors ofZ. In the results re-
ported here, the Donnell–Mushtari thin shell theory has been
used.

In contrast to most prior studies, we have included shell
dissipation by means of a non-vanishing loss factor in the
elastic moduli of the shell material. This enhances both the
generality and the realism of the results, and even improves
the performance of computer algorithms~the wave number
as a function of frequency is not only continuous but has a
continuous derivative if the damping is nonzero!; there is no
possibility of a strictly real root.

A. Natural wave types

Prior studies, omitting shell dissipation, have elucidated
the general properties of the roots of the determinantal equa-
tion for a fluid-loaded thin shell. In general, the presence of
fluid loading or of small dissipation in the shell material
leads only to small changes in the wave numbers from the
idealized case most often studied.

There are four principal roots in each half of thek
plane.7 @Scott~Ref. 5, p. 254 ff. and Appendix D! delineates
other, highly attenuated roots called ‘‘Stokes’ roots’’ that
exist for large values ofn. These are intimately related to
‘‘creeping waves’’ in the fluid surrounding the shell.# The
principal roots are:

„i… quasi-longitudinal: The principal displacement is
axial although radial motion is nonvanishing. In the idealized
case, the wave can be resolved into a pair of helical traveling
waves whose phase speed, at frequencies well above cutoff,
is nearly the speed of longitudinal waves in a thin flat plate.
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„ii … quasi-shear:The principal displacement is circum-
ferential although radial motion is nonvanishing except for
n50. In the idealized case, the wave can be resolved into a
pair of helical travelling waves whose phase speed, at fre-
quencies well above cutoff, is nearly the speed of shear
waves in a thin flat plate.

„iii … quasi-flexural: The principal displacement is ra-
dial. In the idealized case, the wave can be resolved into a
pair of helical traveling waves whose phase speed, at fre-
quencies well above both cutoff and ring frequencies, is
nearly the speed of bending waves in a thin flat plate.

„iv… evanescent:The principal displacement is radial.
This wave is highly attenuated in the axial coordinate and is
significant only near inhomogeneities. We dismiss it as a
means of coupling between discontinuities on the shell.
For simplicity, we shall omit the ‘‘quasi’’ prefix in future
discussions.

Thus, there are three natural wave types for each value
of n that can propagate between the discontinuities, if the
frequency is above their cutoff frequencies.~Cutoff frequen-
cies can be roughly estimated from analytical results for a
shell in vacuo without dissipation.7! When the frequency
moves below the cutoff frequency of one of these wave
types, the wave number acquires an increasingly large imagi-
nary part. At some point, it is necessary for numerical rea-
sons to omit such a wave type from consideration; for ex-
ample, if Imka>2, the amplitude attenuates by more than
17 dB in a distance of one radius.

B. Typical results

Some typical numerical results are given in Fig. 1 for
n50 waves on a steel shell in water. The nondimensional
parameters of the shell are: thickness/radius,h/a50.01; spe-
cific gravity, r/r057.8; loss factor, h50.02; relative
Young’s modulus, E/r0c0

2588(12 ih); Poisson’s ratio,
n50.3; wherer0 andc0 are the density and sound speed of
the ambient fluid. The graphs show the real and imaginary
parts of the natural wave number as functions of frequency

expressed by the value ofk0a. Figure 1~a! is for the flexural
wave. As shown in prior studies, this subsonic wave gains a
large phase speed below the ring frequency~about
k0a53.6); the dispersion leads to a small group speed and
an associated peak in the attenuation rate. Figure 1~b! is for
the longitudinal wave. This supersonic wave is only slightly
dispersive, and the attenuation is primarily due to radiation.
We omit the shear wave which forn50 is purely torsional
and unaffected by the ambient fluid.

Figure 2 shows similar results for the shear and longitu-
dinal wave types forn53. Here, each of the three wave
types has a cutoff frequency. Cutoff frequencies, estimated
for the shell without fluid loading,7 are atk0a equal to 6.4 for
the shear wave and 11.4 for the longitudinal wave. One ob-
serves that the wave numbers acquire a large imaginary part
below these frequencies. The real part of the shear wave
number is negative below cutoff.

II. FINITE ELEMENT EXPERIMENTS

A. The model

The so-called experiments run by FEA determine the
response velocity of a simple fluid-loaded shell with two
terminations, the shell being excited by mechanical ring
sources located near one of the terminations~see Fig. 3!. The
mechanical ring sources, all of which were distributed about
the circumference with specified circumferential harmonic

FIG. 1. Axial wave numberk normalized by acoustic wave numberk0
versus normalized frequencyk0a5va/c0 for the~a! n50 flexural wave and
~b! n50 longitudinal wave.

FIG. 2. Axial wave numberk normalized by acoustic wave numberk0
versus normalized frequencyk0a5va/c0 for the ~a! n53 shear wave and
~b! n53 longitudinal wave.

FIG. 3. Water-loaded cylindrical shell with terminations and mechanical
ring excitations, concentrated in axial location but distributed circumferen-
tially.
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n, consisted of bending moments about the circumferential
coordinate, radial forces, and axial forces. These sources
have usually been located at a distance of 0.9L from the
target termination.

Since the shell and terminations are taken as axisymmet-
ric, a 2-D code suffices; calculations are carried out for each
circumferential harmonic in isolation. The raw output data
consist of the three directional components of complex shell
velocity at each axial location along the shell. We have used
the 2-D SARAcode,8 which represents fluid loading by a
layer of fluid elements bounded by essentially nonreflective
infinite elements.

The shell modeled in the experiments is identical to that
used in the analysis of wave numbers. Elastic parameters are
appropriate to steel and water and the ratio of shell thickness
h to radiusa is h/a50.01. The length of the shell is some-
what arbitrary, determined principally by the two require-
ments that, at all frequencies of interest,~i! evanescent elas-
tic fields near the terminations shall be negligible in the
center of the shell, and~ii ! the propagating wave types shall
not be so highly attenuated in the length of the shell as to
give rise to numerical inaccuracies. The ratio of cylindrical
length L to radius a in our studies ranged from
13,L/a,18.5.

Two termination geometries have been tested, as shown
in Fig. 4. For modeling convenience, the same design is used
for the termination at each end. In order to assess the effects
of termination dynamics, two studies of the hemispherical
termination were conducted. In one study, it was modeled as
steel while in the other study it was ‘‘rigidized’’ with a
Young’s modulus many times larger than steel, thus high-
lighting the effects of interior dynamics on the reflection
process.

III. EXTRACTION OF REFLECTION COEFFICIENTS

A. Traveling wave amplitudes

The first task is to extract estimates of the traveling
wave amplitudes from the FEA data for velocity on the shell
in thenth circumferential order. We search for the best fit to
the data of an analytical model of the velocity pattern, ex-
pressed as a sum of traveling waves having the previously

determined natural wave numbers. Let the axial coordinates
of points on the shell extend fromz50 at the source termi-
nation toz5L at the target termination. Then the model for,
say, total radial velocity is

v~z,f!5(
n

cos~nf!(
q

@Vq
inceikq~z2L !1Vq

refeikq~L2z!#,

~3!

where the unknown complex amplitudesVq of theqth wave
type have superscripts ‘‘inc’’ for the waves incident on the
target termination and ‘‘ref’’ for the reflected waves.~Sub-
scriptsn on the complex amplitudes and natural wave num-
bers have been suppressed.!

The values of theVq are determined by a least-mean-
square matching to the data from, typically, 0.1,z/L,0.9,
the source region and the ends of the shell being truncated in
order to exclude regions where the field is dominated by
evanescent terms, including the response to grazing sound.
Note that the amplitudes are normalized in magnitude and
phase to the values at the discontinuity,z5L.

The same procedure can be applied to the axial or cir-
cumferential velocity patterns, and the data for all three vec-
tor components could be combined in a single extraction
process by using the polarization vectorS @see Eq.~1!# de-
termined from analysis of waves on the infinite shell. One
must however be careful to distinguish between the polariza-
tion vectors of incident and reflected waves. The whole pro-
cedure, which must be repeated for all frequencies and all
order numbersn of interest, is greatly facilitated by flexible
software for manipulating complex matrices.9

Figure 5 shows some results of this extraction process.
Since the residual after extracting the natural waves has a
level more than 50 dB less than the level of the total shell
velocity, except near the ends of the shell, it is clear that the
natural waves are the dominant mechanism coupling the two
ends of the shell. The conjecture in the Introduction is thus
confirmed by the data.

FIG. 4. Termination geometries studied in reflection analysis.

FIG. 5. The upper curves represent axial velocity on the shell in dB versus
normalized axial locationz/L for k0a52,4,6 as predicted by theSARAFEA
code for a ring axial force atz/L50. The lower curves represent the re-
sidual when a natural wave solution is used to represent the axial velocity
shown in the upper curves.
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B. Reflection coefficients defined

At this point the reflection coefficients can be introduced
formally as a square matrixR relating the reflected ampli-
tudes to the incident amplitudes:

Vk
ref5RVk

inc , ~4!

where the wave amplitudes for the different wave types have
been assembled into vectors:

Vk
ref5H V1,k

ref

V2,k
ref

V3,k
ref
J and Vk

inc5H V1,k
inc

V2,k
inc

V3,k
inc
J . ~5!

The subscriptk has been added to these variables as a place-
holder for an index number identifying the source, for use in
the subsequent discussion of multiple sources.~In the axi-
symmetric case, the shear wave is often omitted and the or-
der of the matrices reduced to two.!

C. Multiple sources; Solution for R

The wave amplitudes determined for a single source do
not determine the desired reflection coefficients. Because
each incident wave type can reflect into every wave type, one
has in Eq.~4! three scalar equations with nine unknown co-
efficients. Our procedure for resolving this problem is to use
multiple sources, exploiting the fact that the reflection matrix
is independent of the values of the incident wave amplitudes.

Suppose that we have wave amplitudes forK different
source arrangements on the structure. The result for all the
sources are combined into the one matrix equation

Vref5RV inc, ~6!

where

Vref5@V1
ref, . . . ,VK

ref# and V inc5@V1
inc, . . . ,VK

inc#. ~7!

When the number of sourcesK is equal to 3~or 2 for
n50), the matrixV inc can be inverted, if it is not singular or
ill-conditioned, and the desired solution found:

R5Vref@V inc#21. ~8!

For largerK, a matrix pseudo-inverse is used.
These mathematical statements have interesting physical

interpretations. First, the matrixV inc is singular if its columns
are not linearly independent. This would imply that the
mixes of incident wave types achieved in the different ex-
periments are not sufficiently distinct; an examination of the
mixes achieved may suggest a more desirable source. Sec-
ond, postmultiplyingV inc by any matrix is equivalent to syn-
thesizing new compound sources by superposing the original
sources~and their responses! in proportion to the columns of
that matrix. If the multiplier is the inverse ofV inc, so that the
product is the identity matrix, each of those synthetic sources
generates a new incident field in which only a single wave
type is nonvanishing. We have then achieved those ideal
sources which were described in the Introduction.

D. Results

Figure 6 shows the amplitudes of reflection coefficients

for the n50 flexural and longitudinal waves for a rigid
hemispherical termination, a steel hemispherical termination,
and a steel ‘‘conical-spherical’’ termination. Note the dra-
matic effects of termination shape as well as flexibility in the
direct reflection coefficients ~flexural-to-flexural and
longitudinal-to-longitudinal!. Energy considerations restrict
these direct reflection amplitudes to be equal to or less than
unity.

IV. RECIPROCITY CONSTRAINTS

One is aware from many studies that the principle of
reciprocity constrains the results of any two transmission
measurements in which the directions of transmission are
reversed~Ref. 10, p. 550 ff.!. The objective of this section is
to develop analytical expressions of those constraints as ap-
plied to the reflection coefficients. The classical statement of
reciprocity~Ref. 11, Volume 1, p. 150 ff.! involves transmis-
sion between two transducers, each of which can be used
either as a source or as a receiver. We shall define a canoni-
cal reflection problem of that type, using ring transducers on
a semi-infinite shell. However, both incident and reflected
fields then involve all the propagating wave types. Further
analysis is necessary to find the constraints on individual
reflection coefficients, each of which corresponds to a single
incident wave type and another single reflected wave type.

A. Transducers

We conceptualize the ideal structural transducer as a
ring located at some axial coordinatez5z0 that, as a source,
exerts a localized normal traction in the outward radial di-
rection and, as a receiver, measures the outward radial ve-
locity. Transducers having different circumferential orders
n are required.

As a source, the transducer of ordern applies a gener-
alized forceFn at an axial coordinatez0 by generating a
normal stress or pressure

p~z,f!5Fnd~z2z0!Fn~f!, ~9!

FIG. 6. Magnitudes of reflection coefficients versus normalized frequency
k0a for n50 flexural and longitudinal waves incident on a rigid hemispheri-
cal termination ~solid lines!, a steel hemispherical termination~dashed
lines!, and a steel conical-spherical termination~dashed-dotted lines!.
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having the ‘‘mode shape’’

Fn~f!5
«n
2pa

cos~nf!, ~10!

where«n is the Neumann factor, equal to 1 forn50 and 2
for n.0. ~There is no consensus on the normalization of
terms in a Fourier series expansion; the one adopted here
may differ from that used in any particular finite element
program.!

As a receiver excited by an arbitrary radial velocity field
v(z,f), this same transducer’s output is the generalized ve-
locity

Vn5E
0

2p

v~z0 ,f!Fn~f!a df, ~11!

corresponding to the series expansion for a general velocity
field having symmetry inf50 in the form

v~z0 ,f!5 (
n50

Vn cos~nf!. ~12!

We pause to verify that the normalization of the gener-
alized variables demanded by the principle of reciprocity has
been achieved.@See Rayleigh~Ref. 11, p. 157!. Rayleigh
expresses this constraint on normalization in the equivalent
terms of work done rather than complex power.# The surface
integral for time-averaged complex power is readily found to
satisfy

1

2E E p~z,f!v* ~z,f!a df dz5
1

2
FnVn* , ~13!

where the superscript asterisk denotes complex conjugation.
The form on the right side is the desired standard expression
for complex power in terms of the generalized variables.

For complete generality, one should simultaneously re-
quire transducers with different angular symmetry@sin(nf)
as well as cos(nf)] and with different ordersn, since reflec-
tion from a general, non-axisymmetric termination could in-
volve both symmetries and all orders. The added complexity,
easily achieved, is unnecessary in the case at hand where the
structure is axisymmetric. One could also generalize the
analysis by considering transducers that apply different trac-
tions ~e.g., axial! to the shell. The reciprocity constraints
would be no different, so long as the proper normalization of
generalized variables is maintained@cf. Eq. ~13!#. In the
present case, nothing is gained by that procedure since all
wave types except then50 shear wave have nonvanishing
radial motion. Explicit denotation of the circumferential or-
der by means of the subscriptn will be dropped in the sub-
sequent discussion.

B. Canonical reflection problem

The canonical reflection problem for coupling between
different structural wave types consists of a semi-infinite
shell closed by the target termination, with two ring trans-
ducers on the shell at a distance from the termination~see
Fig. 7!. The transducers numbered 1 and 2 are located at
large distancesd1 andd2 from the termination, so that the
evanescent nearfields of the transducers do not couple sig-

nificantly with the termination. Without loss of generality,
we assume that both transducers are of the same type~radial
force, axial force, etc.!.

Now consider two reciprocal experiments,a and b, in
which first one then the other transducer is active as a source,
exerting generalized forcesF1 and F2. The inactive trans-
ducer acts as a receiver, measuring generalized velocities
V2 and V1, respectively. The mathematical expression of
reciprocity is

@V2 /F1#a5@V1 /F2#b . ~14!

In the absence of trust in Lord Rayleigh, one may readily
derive Eq. ~14! from Eqs. ~9!–~12! with the condition of
point-to-point reciprocity in the Green’s function.

The measured velocities in each of these two experi-
ments is the sum of two parts: direct transmission from the
source~superscript ‘‘dir’’ below! and the field reflected from
the termination~superscript ‘‘ref’’ below!. This decomposi-
tion is expressed in the equations

@V2#a5@V2
dir1V2

ref#a and @V1#b5@V1
dir1V1

ref#b . ~15!

The direct transmission is defined as the transmission for the
same source and receiver on an infinite shell of the same
design; the reflected transmission is the difference between
the results on the semi-infinite and infinite shells.

But, measurements on the infinite shell are also gov-
erned by reciprocity, so that the direct components alone
must satisfy

@V2
dir/F1#a5@V1

dir/F2#b , ~16!

whence the reflected components alone satisfy a similar
equation:

@V2
ref/F1#a5@V1

ref/F2#b , ~17!

This is not the desired final form, mainly because the re-
flected fields include contributions from all propagating
wave types, each of which may have been generated by all
propagating wave types in the incident field. The next sec-
tion unravels that complication.

C. Multiple wave types

In both experiments,a and b, the measured reflected
field is a sum over components, each of which represents a
signal propagating from the source to the termination in one
wave type and propagating from the termination to the re-

FIG. 7. Semi-infinite shell with two transducers, each capable of operating
as a source or receiver, located at large distances from the termination.
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ceiver in another wave type~or the same! . Hence, the total
reflected field is a double sum with exponential phase factors
dependent on the distancesd1 andd2; the exponential factors
contain the complete dependence on those distances.

The result for experimenta can be written as

FV2
ref

F1
G
a

5(
q

(
r
YrRqre

i ~kqd21krd1!, ~18!

where the admittanceYr is defined by the following form for
the amplitude of ther -th component of the incident field that
is generated byF1 at a distanced1:

Vr
inc5F1Yre

ikrd1. ~19!

Note thatYr , a ‘‘source strength’’ as we shall call it, is
independent of the distance from the source although depen-
dent on the type of source and the wave typer . ~Sometimes
the response to the source on an infinite shell does not have
left–right symmetry; a ring moment is a good example. Then
the value ofYr also depends on the orientation of the source.
Care is required to avoid mistakes.! Its evaluation is exam-
ined below.

The corresponding result for experimentb is identical
except that the distancesd1 and d2 must be interchanged.
For purposes of the argument it is desirable also to inter-
change the subscriptsr andq inside the summations so that
the exponential factor is unchanged; the result is

@V1
ref/F2#b5(

q
(
r
YqRrqe

i ~kqd21krd1!. ~20!

Now comes the crux of the argument. Equation~17!
indicates that the right sides of Eqs.~18! and ~20! must be
equal—their difference must vanish—at all values ofd1 and
d2. Since the natural wave numbers are distinct, it can then
be argued~see the Appendix! that the constant coefficients of
the variable exponentials must be equal term by term:

YrRqr5YqRrq , ~21!

which can be written in the nondimensional form

RqrAYr /Yq5RrqAYq /Yr . ~22!

D. Source strength

We turn to the evaluation of the wave type source
strengthsYr defined by Eq.~19!. For purposes of illustration,
consider a radial ring source, as defined in Eq.~9!, located at
z050 on an infinite fluid-loaded shell. We must evaluate the
strength of ther th wave type at a large distanced1 from the
transducer when it exerts a generalized forceF1. For conve-
nience, we evaluate the strength of the radial component of
shell velocity, other components being related to it by the
polarizations determined in Sec. II.

The analysis proceeds by standard means, using a Fou-
rier transform in thez-coordinate.~For examples, see Refs.
1–3.! The transforms of the applied pressure and of the re-
sponse radial velocity on the shell are related by a spectral
impedance determined by the fluid-loaded shell equations:

Z̃~k!ṽ~k!5 p̃~k!, ~23!

where k is the transform wave number. The transform of
pressure defined by

p̃~k!5E
2`

`

p~z!e2 ikzdz ~24!

is easily evaluated from Eq.~9!, with the result
ṽ(k)5F1Fn(f)Z̃(k)

21.
The total velocity at a distanced1 is given by the inverse

transform ofṽ(k):

v~d1 ,f!5F1Fn~f!
1

2pE eikd1

Z̃~k!
dk. ~25!

That part of the total velocity represented by ther th wave
type is the pole contribution of the integral~closed in the
upper half-plane! at the natural wave numberkr , a simple
pole of the integrand whereZ̃(k) vanishes by definition. The
pole contribution is readily found and written@using the no-
tation of Eq.~19!# as

@v~d1 ,f!# r5Vr
inccos~nf!

5 iF 1Fn~f!eikrd1F ]Z̃~k!

]k G
k5kr

21

, ~26!

so that the reciprocal of the desired source strength is given
by

1

Yr
5

2 i2pa

«n
F ]Z̃

]kG
Z̃50;k5kr

, ~27!

where«n is the previously defined Neumann factor.
Surprisingly, an algebraic form can be developed for the

derivative of the spectral impedance as a function of wave
number, frequency, andn, so that the source strength is
readily calculated. The spectral impedance is the sum of a
shell impedance, algebraic in the variables, and a transcen-
dental fluid impedance. The derivative of the shell part is
easily expressed algebraically. The derivative of the fluid
impedance can be shown, by using the differential equation
governing Bessel functions, to involve only algebraic factors
and the fluid impedance itself. But, at the wave number
where the total impedance vanishes, the fluid impedance
equals the negative of the shell impedance, so that the de-
sired derivative of the total spectral impedance can be ex-
pressed algebraically.1

In the case of natural waves that are not attenuated by
radiation or internal dissipation, it has been shown that the
derivative with respect to wave number of the spectral im-
pedance is the dominant factor in the characteristic wave
impedance, which relates wave power to the square of re-
sponse velocity.~See Ref. 12, Section 11.7, and Ref. 13 for
further discussion.! Then, the square of Eq.~22! corresponds
to requiring equality of the reflection coefficients for power.
A similar interpretation for waves with nonvanishing attenu-
ation has not been developed.

E. Results

The values of the reflection coefficients derived in the
manner described in Sec. IV have been tested for their con-
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sonance with the principle of reciprocity, as expressed in
Eqs. ~22! and ~27!. Specifically, Fig. 8 shows the absolute
value of the ratio of reflection coefficients~longitudinal-to-
flexural divided by flexural-to-longitudinal! predicted both
by our numerical experiments and by reciprocity consider-
ations. The agreement is remarkable in that no knowledge of
the termination is needed for the reciprocity result.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The literature of acoustics is replete with problems in-
volving the reflections of waves on a waveguide by an iso-
lated inhomogeneity, those results being needed as building
blocks for the analysis of some realistic situation involving
several discontinuities. The problem is usually selected so as
to be amenable to classical methods of analysis. However, in
the case at hand the existence of multiple traveling waves,
significant fluid loading, and resonant behavior internal to
the discontinuity all combine to impede a classical approach
to the reflection problem.

We have demonstrated that the essentially analytic
multiple-reflection model of response can be retained in such
complicated problems, by developing a methodology for
evaluating its parameters. Appropriate reflection coefficients
are evaluated from an analysis of finite element results for a
set of particular problems which share the same discontinui-
ties. The results are tested for agreement with the analytical
constraints consequent to the principle of reciprocity.
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APPENDIX

When the results of the two reciprocal experiments, Eqs.
~18! and ~20!, are subtracted, one obtains a function of the

distancesd1 and d2 which must vanish for any values of
d1 andd2; it has the form of a double summation over the
wave types:

g~d1 ,d2!5 (
q,r51

N

Aqre
ikqd2eikrd150, ~A1!

where Aqr5YrRqr2YqRrq and N is the number of wave
types. It is to be proven thatAqr must vanish identically for
all values ofq and r .

For all pairs of integers (n,m) ranging from 0 to
N21, consider the derivatives

Gnm5
]n1mg~d1 ,d2!

i n1m]d2
n]d1

m , ~A2!

which have the form

Gnm5(
n,m

kq
nkr

mAqre
i ~kqd21krd1!. ~A3!

Since g is constant with value zero, these derivatives all
vanish. The result can be written as the matrix equation

G5VTBV50, ~A4!

where Bqr5@Aqre
i (kqd21krd1)# and V is the Vandermonde

matrix:14

V5F 1 k1 k1
2

••• k1
N21

1 k2 k2
2

••• k2
N21

A A A � A

1 kN kN
2

••• kN
N21

G . ~A5!

A Vandermonde matrix in the form ofV is known to be
nonsingular, and thus to have an inverse, ifkq Þ kr for every
q Þ r . Since the natural wave numbers are known to be dis-
tinct, it follows from Eq.~A4! thatB equals the null matrix,
Aqr50, andYrRqr5YqRrq for every r andq, as was to be
demonstrated.
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